
WRITING AN EFFECTIVE LINKEDIN INMAIL

Learn how to send LinkedIn InMail messages to recruiters, job candidates, and potential This InMail is effective for
several reasons.

Be careful. Not many recruiters do them so it's an easy way to stand out from the crowd. The idea is to be
relevant AND create an intense curiosity in your prospect. That said, we've found that inmails sent on Tuesday
morning perform well. Fast and easy. Hence, subject line is the most decisive part of your LinkedIn inmails.
Know your goal Recruiters often make the mistake of trying to cram too many separate goals into an InMail,
resulting in an unfocused message and unclear expectations. Remember you are trying to connect to a person
on a professional networking site. So, do you InMail? Most LinkedIn users would agree that InMail messages
have become too spammy and generic. This goes beyond the subject line and greeting. Keep it basic, let
candidates know who you are and how they can find out more. He's an accomplished entrepreneur, having
co-founded the Google Affiliate Network and what is today the Performics division of Publicis Groupe. Rip
me off! Keep reading. He teaches a proven, effective and repeatable communications process to spark buyers
curiosity about what you're selling. You have no idea about the company, you don't know the salesman and
you don't know how they got your email. The rule is simple: The greater the degree of urgency, intensity, or
demand the stronger the desire. It would be pretty strange if you did Emails going un-responded to? I learned
this the hard way. You need to state exactly why the recipient should open the message in as few words as
possible. This keeps the link between you and your lead alive and active. Surprisingly, Sunday evening also
works well - candidates are often preparing for the work week and looking through any messages they might
have missed. To combat this, here are 10 LinkedIn InMail tips and examples for recruiters to use when
reaching out to potential candidates.


